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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present work-in-progress on a recommender
system designed to help people in need find the best suited
social care institution for their personal issues. A key requirement in such a domain is to assure and to guarantee
the person’s privacy and anonymity in order to reduce inhibitions and to establish trust. We present how we aim to
tackle this barely studied domain using a hybrid contentbased recommendation approach. Our approach leverages
three data sources containing textual content, namely (i)
metadata from social care institutions, (ii) institution specific FAQs, and (iii) questions that a specific institution has
already resolved. Additionally, our approach considers the
time context of user questions as well as negative user feedback to previously provided recommendations. Finally, we
demonstrate an application scenario of our recommender
system in the form of a real-world Web system deployed
in Austria.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social care institutions play a key role in many societies.
Such institutions are not just buildings or places, but structures of trust, support, and social engagement. Each institution has different responsibilities and tasks assigned, which
contribute to the overall function and stability of the social
care system and our whole society.
For example, refugees and asylum seekers need to be provided with a range of social care services (e.g., health care,
mental health, housing help, etc.), but their personal experiences, background and marginalized positions present
challenges in providing good quality social care [8].
Problem. Social care institutions often have to assist a
large number of people who search for help with respect to
personal and other issues. As specific social services cannot effectively be delivered by one standalone institution,
it can be challenging to identify an appropriate institution
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from the vast amount of providers. Often, inquiries need
to be urgently resolved or at least timely re-directed to the
most appropriate institution (e.g., to help with domestic violence). Many social workers additionally face a high stress
level due to an increasing number of inquiries [3].
Thus, reducing the workload of social workers by means
of a recommender system, which automatically assigns people searching for help to social care institutions, would give
social workers more time to focus on an individual’s needs.
Objectives & contributions. Together with several partnered social care institutions, we identified the need to provide a recommendation system, which can support (i) people
in identifying the appropriate institution, and (ii) social care
providers by reducing their workload when looking to help
people with their issues. Two key requirements however
need to be met in that process. Firstly, a person’s privacy
and anonymity need to be assured 1 . This is especially important as reducing the restraints that we feel that others
may impose on us (e.g., being judged) results in more honest
questions [10].
Secondly, the recommendation system needs to consider
the way people state successfully resolved questions and
adapt as questions change over time. This suggests that
considering the time factor as well as user feedback should
be of special importance as word meanings do change over
time [15].
Therefore, in this paper, we present a recommender system that aims to suggest social care institutions to people
searching for help, which utilizes three data sources containing textual content, namely (i) metadata from social care institutions, (ii) institution specific FAQs, and (iii) questions
that a specific institution resolved. Additionally, we consider the context of time a user questions has been asked as
well as negative feedback to previously provided recommendations. This recommender system is than demonstrated
in an application scenario in the form of a real-world Web
system deployed in Austria.
Structure of this paper. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2, we present related work
in the field, which is followed by a detailed description of our
recommender system design in Section 3. Next, we demon1
Defined in the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and
the upcoming General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

strate our application scenario in Section 4 and close the
paper with our conclusions and plans for the future in Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

With respect to research related to our work, the area of
expert recommendations [11] seems to be the most relevant
one. Here, a ranked list of domain experts is recommended
for a given search query.
Existing work on expert recommendations can be categorized into two methods: The first method is based on link
analysis. For instance, the authors of [13] apply a link analysis approach combined with a community-aware algorithm
to identify and rank experts.
However, as shown in [7], experts tend to answer questions where they have a higher chance to make a valuable
contribution. This means that there is a selection bias when
experts answer questions. One explanation for this could be
that “normal” users do not have enough expertise to give a
complete solution or because they do not want to put much
effort into answering. Based on that, the authors use a Gaussian classification model to distinguish between experts and
“normal users”.
The second method to identify experts is topic-oriented
and is based on latent topic modeling techniques (e.g., [4]).
Although such an approach could be suitable for the task
of finding the right social institution, techniques like Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are computationally expensive
and do not support the requirement of providing real-time
recommendations without the need of retraining the model
at every data update.
Although expert recommendation is already a well defined
and studied research area, to the best of our knowledge,
our proposed recommender system is the first work tackling
the problems and requirements of recommending social care
institutions.

3.

RECOMMENDER SYSTEM DESIGN

Our recommendation system is based on a Hybrid ContentBased Filtering strategy. As shown in Figure 1, we not only
propose an approach that leverages different data sources
but also considers the time context of asked question as well
as any negative feedback that has been given to provided
recommendations.

3.1

Data Sources

In collaboration with partnered social care institutions, we
identified three common data sources which can be utilized
to generate relevant recommendations:
SCI - Social Care Institutions. SCI data contains textual content about a specific institution. An institution’s
specific description of what the institution is doing and to
whom it is aimed for can be changed over time. Such a
change hover could result that previous issues resolved by
the particular institutions would not be resolved anymore.
FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions. FAQ data contains predefined textual questions and answers related to a
specific institution. This is a potentially rich data source as
institutions usually have examples of real issues they successfully resolved.
The SCI and FAQ data sources are especially helpful in

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of our recommender
system for social care institutions. The various data
sources are combined via a hybrid content-based approach. Negative feedback on already resolved questions is also dynamically incorporated to boost the
relevancy of the recommended social instiutions.

tackling the problem of cold-start items (i.e., there are only
few or none users with interaction data to a specific institution available). Since they ensure that already relevant
content is available, it is not only possible to calculate recommendations at the initial stage of the project, but also
recommend relevant institutions to uncommon issues or even
when the work description of the institution changes.
RQT - Resolved Questions. RQT data contains the information which institution could finally help with the asked
question. In addition to the textual content of the question
and the relation to a specific institution, the time when a
specific question (i.e., personal issue) has been resolved is
also tracked.
There are several ways that questions are resolved: either
directly in the system or when the person who originally
posed the question then visits the recommended institution.
Due to the fact that we cannot store who posed a question
(i.e., because of the anonymity constraints), there is no direct way to trace back a question to a user. We tackle this
by enabling the social worker to search for unresolved questions that deal with the particular topic, together with the
client.
In case no suitable question is retrieved (e.g., when during their talk a completely new question was formulated),
the social worker can post a new question and either resolve it, or forward the person to other, more appropriate
institutions. To reduce the number of unresolved questions,
any unresolved question will get invalidated after a defined
period of time (e.g., 1 month).

3.2

Hybrid Approach

With respect to the requirements, the core method to find
relevant institutions utilizes Content-Based Filtering (CBF)
[9]. Each data source entry (i.e., SCI, FAQ or RQT ) is
represented by means of a Vector Space Model [12]. In order to find data source entries linked to an institution that
are similar to the posed question, we apply TF-IDF [12] on
the pre-processed question text (e.g., removing stop-words,
stemming, etc.). To assure real-time recommendations and
to handle a high load of requests, we utilized and extended
our recently recently presented ScaR framework [6] which

Figure 2: The current state of the portal in which people can find the right social institution for their needs.
After entering a search query, the users are provided with a list of recommendations (left). When clicking
on one of the recommended institutions, detailed information are shown with the possibility to rate the
recommendation (right). This rating is used to adjust future recommendations (“feedback loop”).
exploits the Apache Solr2 enterprise search engine and its
built-in TF-IDF ranking formula3 .
In order to find the most relevant institutions for the asked
question, we combine the CBF approach using each data
source as seen in Figure 1. To be specific, we adapt, modify
and extend the Cross-Source Hybrid defined by Bostandjiev
et al. [2] using the following formula:

Wreci =

X

(Wreci ,sj · BLLreci ,sj ) · N Freci · |Sreci | (1)

sj ∈S

, where Wreci ,sj is the similarity value of a data source entry calculated using the posed question, BLLreci ,sj is a timecontext component and N Freci is the dynamically adaptable
negative feedback component. The final weight of a recommendable institution, Wreci , is then given by the sum of the
component multiplications for each data source. The number of data sources where the recommended institution reci
appears (i.e., |Sreci |) is also used to strongly favor social institutions that have been identified by more than one data
source.
Time context. Considering the time context is especially
important as institution responsibilities do change over time
(e.g., adding or removing responsibilities, an institution gets
completely shut down, etc.). In such cases, the available
SCI and FAQ data sources, as well as the corresponding
resolved questions would provide false positives in the list
of recommended institutions. To consider the time context
(i.e., favor more recent data) between an asked question and
a similar data source entry tied to an institution, we make
use of the Base-Level Learning (BLL) equation proposed
by Anderson et al. [1]. As shown by related work [5, 14],
the BLL equation can be used in terms of time-dependent
recommender systems and thus, should be applicable to determine a relevance value for an institution based on the
institution’s assignment time:
2

http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
https://lucene.apache.org/core/5 0 0/core/org/apache/
lucene/search/similarities/TFIDFSimilarity.html
3

BLLreci ,sj = ln((tnow − treci ,sj )−d )

(2)

, where tnow is the current time of the recommendation
and treci ,sj is the time of the institution assignment to a
particular data source entry (i.e., the time when a question
was resolved). The exponent d is used to model the power
law of forgetting and is usually set to .5 (see [1]). To map
these BLL values to a range of 0 - 1, they are normalized
according to [5].
Negative Feedback. To lower the relevance of candidate
institutions that were found less helpful, as seen in Figure 2
(right) it is possible to provide negative feedback for every
recommendation to a posed question. As such, every candidate RQT data entry contains in addition to the relevant
social institution also a list of recommendations assigned
to it, including the information which ones were deemed as
not relevant (also seen in Figure 1). By considering every
extracted recommendation list, we formulate the negative
feedback function as follows:
N Freci = 1 − n−positionreci

(3)

, where n is the size of the recommendation list where
the institution reci occurred, and positionreci is the index
(positionreci ∈ [1, n]) of the institution which was found not
useful. This means, the lower N Freci gets, the less relevant
the candidate institution will be. However, this will not
affect the relevance of institutions with no negative feedback,
as in this case N Freci is set to 1.

4.

APPLICATION SCENARIO

Our proposed recommender system is currently deployed
for one district in southern Austria in the course of a field
testing phase. It should help the local government to track
the activities with all the different social care institutions
and help people to find the right institutions more quickly.
In the current phase already 85 institutions are registered
among which 63 are active and thus, will be considered in the
recommendation process. Apart from that, 80 FAQ questions and 73 FAQ answers are recorded to help the system

with institutions without related user questions (i.e., coldstart institutions) and to relate some very specific questions
to this institution. Since its launch at the beginning of 2016,
in only 8 months, we already recorded 2,875 user questions
and 2,877 user feedbacks.
The current implementation of the system is shown in the
two screenshots of Figure 2. In this example, we entered
the search query “where can i find work?” (left). Please
note that although this example is in German, the system
is capable of any language when provided with the correct
data.
For this search query several institutions have been found
and listed in the user interface (left). If the user clicks on one
of the suggested institutions, detailed information, including
contact details, are shown in another screen (right). Here,
the user also has the possibility to provide feedback for the
suggested institution (in our example the local job office).
The user feedback can either be positively (using the tick)
or negatively (using the cross).

5.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented work-in-progress on a recommender system, which aims to help people in need find the
most appropriate social care institution online. With respect
to the domain requirements, we propose a hybrid contentbased approach, which utilizes the description of the institutions, frequently asked questions and already resolved questions.
Furthermore, in our approach we suggest to dynamically
incorporate the time context of posed questions as well as
gathered negative feedback to previously provided recommendations. These two factors are especially important to
consider as responsibilities, locations and availability of social care institutions do change over time.
We demonstrated an application scenario of our recommender system in the form of a real-world Web system deployed in a district in southern Austria. Since its launch at
the beginning of 2016, in only 8 months, we already recorded
2,875 user questions and 2,877 user feedbacks.
We believe that our work can serve as a baseline of how
an effective recommender system for social care institutions
can be realized and deployed.
Future work. In the near future, in cooperation with the
social workers, we want to analyze the sentiment of the posed
questions and incorporate it into our recommendation approach (e.g., [16]). Furthermore, we plan to evaluate our
system in our presented live setting.
In this respect, we are especially interested in determining the impact of incorporating the time context and the
negative feedback. Besides that, it would be interesting to
include a dynamic weighting for the different data sources
in our hybrid approach based on the received user feedback.
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